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ABSTRACT 

The Powers in the Arabian Peninsula and Arab tribes living in the peninsula played an important role in relations of Iran 
and Rome in Sassanian era. Considering these powers' role in relations of Iran and Rome in Sassanian era, there are 
some attracting subjects, first Political and martial relations, second business and economic relations, third cultural 
relations. Arabian Peninsula was located on the route of the two important business roads: silk and perfume. Silk Road 
entered Arabian Peninsula from upper Arvand River (Tigris). The Sassanian dynasty used to support some of Arab Emirs 
and get Arab Emirs' help and participation against its enemy: Rome. In that age the emperors of Iran and Rome used to 
boost their political position in such a manner that it seemed like civilized world is shared between Iran and Rome. 
Ancient resources show the battle of Iran and Byzantium over dominance on red sea which resulted in fierce wars 
between Iran and Rome. These wars imposed a lot of pressure on both nations. These battles were not limited to border 
areas of Iran and Rome in Asia, Asia Minor or Iraq but it included regions in North Africa as well. In per-Islamic era the 
boom of Trading in Yemen, Hijaz, Iran, India, China and Egypt had a great influence in appearance of small Arab powers 
on the caravans' routes and has helped the advancement and promotion of these powers' culture and civilization; to an 
extent that the relics of glory and the greatness of these civilizations like the governments of Tdamor or Palmira, Yemen 
and Petra, still remaining, amazes the visitors and tourists. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Investigation of the role of States in relations between Iran and the Arabian Peninsula, leaving the 
Sassanid era the most complex activities that orientalists and historians have dealt with the world. If the 
event comes from the writings of the time, historical events of that period written by the Secretary of the 
Treasury of the Roman and Sassanid empires has been kept and this point is that many scholars and 
historians have pointed out. Peninsula or Al in the Arabian Peninsula over and we call it the Red Sea to 
the West, East and the Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman in the south Indian Ocean is limited. A quarter of the 
land area nearly doubled between Iran and Europe. Exact area of the Arabian geographers, 
anthropologists is different because it is not considered definite boundary north of the Arabian Peninsula. 
Some northern border to the northern regions of Aleppo and the Euphrates are taken. Saudi group on 
climate and weather are divided. The root of this division goes back to the Greek geographers. But Islamic 
geographers have divided the kingdom into account the geographical complications. Apparently this is 
known as segmentation. Arabian Peninsula is an area of low water, without adequate land for farming. 
This in itself, Arab reluctance to agriculture was followed. Meanwhile, in southern island of Arab 
agricultural facilities were well prepared. Some minerals such as gold, silver, iron and copper have been 
reported in this country, but they need to know from the ignorant Arabs were often deprived of it. 
However, some of them iron, swords, daggers and other military equipment made of iron required is 
provided inside or outside the peninsula. The timber industry was not due to a shortage of forests and 
trees blossoming in the Arab livestock, animals such as camels, horses, donkeys, sheep, goats and cattle 
are developed. But in the meantime, the camel had another position. Bedouin camel password and fielder, 
and was the only animal that live in harsh desert Arabs to stay consistent. Arabian Peninsula, in the 
direction of two-way trade was silk and spices. High route of the Silk Road region Arvand River (Tigris) 
was the kingdom. Wadi Sarhan (Dvmh Aljndl) past the city north of Damascus visual leads were 
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connected to the West. But the road spices (seasonings) ports of the Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea starting 
over can be found along the peninsula. What is likely to be connected Saudi Sassanid Empire, the Silk 
Road was. Herodotus thought that the indigenous Arabian perfume, incense and myrrh and cassia, 
cinnamon comes from the frankincense tree comes from patient to eat small, colorful winged tree guard 
to the patient is draped many. On a slightly more cautious than optimistic Astrabvn father was, according 
to him, is also perfumery Saudi territory, but Maransh man jumping back up to an inch long. Dyvdvrsysyly 
repeat the same comment Saudi territory and spice scented air freshener knows it counts and soil. Saudi 
Arab is known to the Romans. Because Saudi Arabia was on track of China and India and product markets 
in Europe where the buyer has paid. I have seen people say that all the Arab people trade their goods are 
the product of their land. Principal place of business, therefore, that their products were carefully 
concealed Abyssinia or India would be made up exclusively with complete accuracy. Saudi territory, have 
major commercial thoroughfare that leads to the Red Sea Ports said. From ancient sources, we Sassanian 
and the Byzantine controversy over the Red Sea trade knowledge, and we must say that this was the 
Sassanid state to dominate over most of the Arabian trade routes. The only road leading to Syria and 
worked to the benefit of the Byzantine state, Byzantine government of Abyssinia because the port was 
backed up against the land of Arabia. Commercial shuttles wine predominantly Arab and Iranian 
businessmen to Saudi Arabia to Iran among Arabs has an important role in the transmission of Persian 
words. Iranian religions such as Zoroastrian and Manichean influence of Arab writers in the Arab emirate 
Khbrnyz have wine. The cultural proximity happened over and over at least 300 years. From a very 
distant past inhabitants of the peninsula is divided into two major clans. Arbh Arab-Arab, which means 
pure. Qahtan pure Arab tribes who live in the south of the peninsula and the Arabs called "Arabs Baydh" 
Pure Arabs were also in the past been depleted. Arab Mstrbh which means that Arab nations are Arab or 
gross Arab. Adnan tribes that lived in the North and West of the peninsula were the categories. 
Throughout history Arabs, Qahtan and Adnan always have to compete with each other, each trying to 
better know their people and humiliate the other. Peoples and governments of the Arabian Peninsula can 
be divided into North and South Dvdsth. The peoples and governments play an important role in relations 
between Iran and Rome have the Sassanid era where we are going to review them. 
Peoples and governments of the South: 
Peoples and governments of the south of the peninsula there are two versions, one Arab and the other 
traditions of earlier historians' accounts, which is based on recent studies and discoveries of the century. 
Arab historians narrated: 
Tribes that lived in the south of the peninsula were descended from Qahtan bin Yrb . Distribution Qahtan 
during Noah's sons came, and he reigned in Yemen . Aad yet some have been in southern Arabia. Yrb 
Arabic, learn from them, and when his father became king after the area was divided among his brothers. 
Oman, Oman bin Qahtan was dedicated. And Hzr Hzrmvt bin Qahtan entrusted to death. After his Yrb 
Yshjb reign of Abd Shams, 486 years after the reign of his son and he was captured by the very title of the 
Marib dam construction was Sheba. After his son became King Hmyr Hmyryan series formed the early 
historians of this period of history, sometimes with narrative ...... storytelling and historical errors. But 
part of that history is consistent with archaeological studies [12]. 
Narratives of contemporary historians and archaeologists: 
The southern part of the peninsula due to favorable weather conditions, the oldest center of civilization in 
the Arabian Peninsula. Greek historians of this part of Arabia "or Happy Arabia, Yemen called, in the land 
of the people who have lived a thousand years before Christ. The people are civilized urban and social 
system, similar to the ancient Babylonians had. And the Phoenicians had their own similar line. Peoples of 
this land of the heathen religion had many gods have. In earlier times, the priests of the temples to tackle 
the country's governance, but it later fell into the hands of kings and priests in religious began to. 
Southern the Administration of some following ever the literature existing: Mo'in, lubri Hzr , Qtban , Jba’ , 
Osun , Sheba and Hmyr . Each of these states has been established in an area of the country. 
Contemporary original states have been together two recent state, Sheba and Hmyr, the two empires that 
have plunged the surrounding states [12]. 
A) Yemen: 
Yemen is a country located in the south of the Arabian Peninsula. It was Yemen's capital city of Dhofar. 
Yemen have called Happy Land. With some European scientists have speculated that the word happiness 
with the word "Yemen" Yemen Arab connected means that (name) has been blessed by the good sense of 
Yemen. Frequency of rain water and climatic conditions suitable for the spread of farming life in Yemen 
and this has led to overpopulation and large residential areas in Yemen [13].Various products, the 
development of these lands were considered , include: materials freshener , incense , myrrh and 
frankincense, and leather and fabric, precious stones and minerals, especially since Yemen was in the way 
of trade , the Pearland has been a leading political . In ancient times the territory, the governments of 
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Yemen, including the Qtban, given Sbav been Hmyr, With the conquest of the southern Arabia , Iran 598-
597 in Yemen captured by the Sassanid Empire and came to the advent of Islam in Iran was a government 
function . Satrap satrap Sassanids in the southern region of Saudi Arabia, was Bazan [6,7]. Basically a very 
friendly relationship with Iran, Yemen and most Arab states, and spread Christianity in the region will 
strengthen the friendship and support until there Abrhh Yemen, Abyssinia and leaving him thoroughly 
Hmyry shifted towards Iran. Naturally Abrhh Although there is strong competition between Iran and 
Rome , and were waiting for their chance to earn one of the two state powers . At the eastern part of Iran. 
At the eastern part of Iran, Saudi Arabia and around the spine and Hzrmvt and some of the important 
parts of south-east angle of the island which today is called the Sultanate of Oman will dominate. Jealousy 
and competition fierce desire to expel the Romans and Sassanids Sassanid power in these areas on the 
island and display their dominance over the trade routes.'s War in 540 CE. Occurred between 
Anushiravan and Rome, the Roman government tried to stir Abrhh against Iran Abrhh but tended to be 
neutral. However, it was later forced to Lkshrkshy by Iran, but the half-way back. Some campaign 
attacking half Abrhh known as Mecca [4]. Looks administration first Sasanian kings in the third and 
fourth centuries AD, found in Yemen. As the Sassanid dynasty is going to be more Iranian influence in 
Yemen . Arabic coins as little southern Yemen also be likened to the Sasanian coins , commercial 
transactions and expands the Yemeni people will trust the Iranians finally rid of them refugees are 
tyranny of Abyssinia . During the Sassanid mastered the wisdom of the policies that were never part of 
the Yemeni uprising against the Iranian government did not occur . Sasanian Iran and Yemen in TRADE 
quality is a bit lighter so that it can be said trade between the two countries was quite regular. Iranian 
convoys often by Kings guard was Hirah , expensive clothes Persia ( goat ) , and Musk ( Musk ) and 
swords Hindi ( Muhannad ) and maybe a wine to take you Yemen's land trade routes , some have 
mentioned , the no change to the maritime trade routes in the Sassanid it has not been around . There is 
no doubt that the Sassanid with relatively strong navy , Dryahahy south coast of the Arabian Roman 
opponents did not give up [1]. Religion in Yemen Great Dvqdrt policy function, namely Iran and Rome. 
During the sixth century AD are very suitable for efficient intervention in Yemen. During the period of the 
conquest of Yemen Nestorian Christianity or religion in Persia and then through the various powers, 
especially the way through South Arabia was Hirah. It can be assumed that the Persian conquerors 
promulgate these regulations have been ineffective. But before the Christian era, had penetrated into 
Yemen [10]. 
B) Bahrain: 
Located on the western shore of the Persian Gulf nation of Bahrain today Lhsa (Alahsa’) is known before 
the advent of Islam, Qais and Bnvbkr Bnvbd housing tribes and the territory of Iran and especially in the 
early and later named Sbkht one of Iran's ruling was based on the country's capital Hjr. Bahrain Tmsyh 
means exactly is unclear. Bahrain may be the same Deuteronomy sea or ocean + Z and N than Persian. Do 
not think that in the history of Islam until the Bahraini never be separated from Iran. The oldest traces of 
collision and fusion of Arab, Bahrain and Iran have no farther than the late Parthian era. Arabs settled on 
the western borders of Iran in the Parthian period. Tabari mentions the reign of Ardashir I called on the 
Bahraini king would rule Sntrq . Sardari Artaxerxes sent him to war and defeated him and captured his 
castle and his possessions as booty were brought to Iran . He appointed his son to the king. The city of 
Ardashir in Bahrain when he was named the capital of the island. He Zolaktaf Shapur in 310 to 379 years, 
the kingdom has been subject to some Iranian Arabs are revolting. Hjr them from their rebellion against 
the Shah of Iran. Shapur naval forces of the Iranian army on their way to the area . Sennacherib first naval 
battle of the war, after the war that has been recorded in the area. Shapur way line- Hjr - Ymamh and put 
them in their place . Shahpur on the Persian Gulf War Srarnldvylsn author writes Shapur ship was found 
in Qatif and Bahrain to suppress many of the rebels and took control of the island. Tamim was on the way, 
But it did not end the evil Arabs and Shahpur riots were difficult for them to learn on their shoulders 
holes close to each other and the rope pass through. After the incident in Bahrain was always calm and 
controlled by Iran. Sassanian rule of four and a half years in Bahrain during much of the Middle East was 
part of Iranian territory . Klman reign of Khosrow Parviz Sassanid Hawar writes in the years 590 to 627 
AD, the Prophet called the King of Bahrain under control Mnzrbn Sawe the Shah of Iran was invited to 
Islam and he embraced Islam. At that time, the capital of Bahrain Border Hjr horse named Lucky was the 
Bahrain military control. He was appointed by the Shah of Iran. Because Islam permits some Bahrainis 
and residents were forced to give tribute to the Prophet agents Bahrain rebellion began, and after a while 
they all came from Islam and Zoroastrianism searched. Clement shakedown says the Persian Gulf 
Anushiravan was just a huge army. Iranian navy Abvlh was set at the mouth of the Euphrates and the 
Cape of Eden went much further in areas brought under the control of the kingdom. The southern coast of 
the Persian Gulf state of Bahrain and North East Peninsula and the islands of the Persian king was buried 
Nu'man Ibn Munther officer . Empire of Iran in all areas of people's government officers deployed area. 
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During the year 12 AD, 633 AD, in accordance with the Muslim people of Bahrain on the back. Iranian 
leader Munther that after awhile they come back under control, the Bahraini Arabs and Iranians since 
ruled out. 
C) Oman: 
Oman land where the mountains are tall and plain shore wave is formed mostly limestone and granite 
rocks it, And is also found in volcanic rocks. Apparently there has been a volcanic areas. In the year 326 
BC. M. across the region fell to Cyrus the Great. Then gradually the Arabs around emigrated. The Arabs 
know more than the original Qahtan and Adnan. But there Bio's largest tribe, the increase is perhaps often 
migrate from Najd to be around. Plains East, Saudi Arabia, Oman, not geographically, but also belongs to 
the Zagros Mountains in southern Iran and the region throughout its history has been politically and 
culturally associated with Iran. And Sassanid Persia, a base, a base that had a link in the chain of 
Ampratvvran through them tried to gain control of the trade in the Indian Ocean and the treadle rich and 
fertile agricultural areas in terms of Hzrmvt Yemen, known as Saudi Arabia or Tragyn retain their vitality. 
there have been an important transit center in Sohar and Rustaq Oman administrative center of 
commercial goods for Iranians - he has been the executive . It was very impressive indeed Iranian ethnic 
settlements , settlements that are not only in the coastal plain in the land of Jabal Akhzr too glaring. When 
the KH Anushiravan conquered Oman, Yemen, Bahrain and nut with Sassanid territory in the region until 
the Islamic government of Iran continued. Before the Muslim conquest ( Enclosures of Savaran deficit ) 
ruled over Oman . But in the realm of free -mongering son Hamza Oman border Gshnsp Hjr cited. Suggests 
that the general policy of the Sassanian Persian practice Amyrany along the Arabian breed who was 
responsible for Arab affairs. Since the advent of Islam in Oman, UAE Jlndy Jeffrey Obeid had children [19]. 
Oman and Bahrain, a strategically important region, and the region was ruled by Sassanid Iran and 
because the Romans wanted to Persian Gulf Blue Highway Through these two areas have access to the 
Romans has always been a dream of dominating the region. 
D) the Northern peoples and governments of Saudi Arabia: 
So far, we have spoken only the Sasanian and Roman civilizations Arabic south had a role in the 
relationships but should not create the impression that civilization in the north of the island has been and 
on the northern and central parts of Islam and the Islamic conquests just starts. Because in fact various 
centers, particularly around the northern and western shores of civilization, there has been relatively 
high and Mtdbh. Some of these civilizations had a significant role in Iran's relations with the Roman and 
Byzantine influences have come from Iran .during the release and settlement was trading route south to 
north. Large and small states in northern Saudi Arabia, southern governments could never gain power 
and glory. North civilization cannot be absolutely separated from civilization as Southerners . , But the 
images we see in many cases, especially in the north, or at least a major part of civilization, follow it south. 
Petra: 
 
Petra valley on the eastern side of the Gulf of Aqaba is Bhrmyt Alrbh in the line of 30 degrees 19 minutes 
north latitude and 35 degrees 31 minutes east was located. Petra means rock in Greek word that is 
translated from the Hebrew word Sl Isaiah and travel journey Jane and the second is the new name of 
Wadi Musa is the Arabic Rqym . It was probably named because the mountain Kndnd Nbtyan your home . 
Mradf Arabs also applied the same name and where they Hsn goods. The city's original name Nbty Nbatv 
based on the contents of some books (or Nbtv) respectively.it is impossible that the host rocks and high 
cliffs rise Hrsv have learned that it is not easy to cross. Roman influence in the northern part of the state 
and territory Nbty extinct Nbtyan was going on, but apparently preserved the independence of its 
southern half, especially in Jhr awhile. When the year 105 AD, as a result of short-sighted greed and 
Trajan, Petra was destroyed, Saudi rocky territory of the Roman Empire , and the name of the Arab 
provinces ( Prevnsya Arabia ) was known for centuries, Petra was forgotten in history . Petra 
Centerapparently Furat Al Basrah Arab Jghrafyvn [20]. 
Tadmer: 
Tadmer or the ancient city of Palmyra in Syria is located. 's Northern border, around the middle of the 
desert night , on the way between Syria and Iraq, and trade between the two countries was based . At the 
time of the Achaemenid , Seleucid , Parthian and Sasanian exist and the relationship between the Persians 
and other nations of the era . The Romans called it Palmira. , In the year 130 AD the Roman Emperor 
Hadrian Tdmr and it was officially support the city gave its name to the Palmira Hadrian. In the early 
centuries AD, the Roman government and the ruling Tdmr Tdmr colonial officers defending the eastern 
border of the state, was considered. Romans Tdmr have to pay special attention, because the trade with 
Iran has also Tdmr Mrzbvdn [5]. Among the bilateral conflict princes Tdmr intelligent policy decisions 
were taken and frequency of use. Subtle policy towards Iranian people and the Romans Tdmr has also 
attracted the attention of classical historians. Great Plains also consider policies Tdmr mutually attracted. 
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He points out that Palmira between the two powers, Iran and Rome had the great opportunity and it was 
a war between the two powers that are trying to attract to their side Tdmr . Tdmryan from the start were 
more likely to Rome, Rome to defend against an attack on Iran, and there were plenty of small 
government . Azynh Palmyra is one of the most famous kings. In his time of Shapur I, Roman emperor 
Valerian in 260 AD defeated and brought into captivity [20]. Sassanid had a profound negative effect on 
people's lives Tdmr because transit Tdmr Parthians was encouraging. Parthian era between Iran and 
Rome was often Palmyre peace, while being gradually joined the Roman Empire, were on friendly 
relations with Iran are reserved. Sasanian Parthian adopted completely the opposite way and start 
thinking of it the Palmira and profits that are at their disposal. Caravans were aware of the importance of 
the right of transit passage of the Sassanids, and the desire to have all the benefits and ways to attain 
.Palmira was taken. Palmira is unlikely that the people of Iran for financial gain and to achieve a luxurious 
life and slave imitations are discussed [8].  Among the most prosperous and the most strategic areas of 
the city for centuries was considered the main route of the convoy was passing through Iran and Syria is 
connected to the ports of the Mediterranean. During this period of prosperity the city's Arab population, 
customs, traditions and dress in East Iranians and Greeks - Romans began to imitate the West 
simultaneously. This area of the business - it was a good military position - the war between Iran and 
Rome was considered by the Romans under their protection [6,7]. 
Immigrant states south to north:  
 
Following the developments in the south of the Marib dam break and attack neighboring Yemen, fertile, 
agricultural and commercial prosperity of this part of Arabia was yesterday. This led the southern part of 
the population to migrate to other areas. The group went north and settled in Byzantine territory. Moved 
to northeastern batch boundaries were living in Iran. And tribes along the new trade routes that had 
arisen in Arabia were engaged in different tasks. These three tribes over time to form a stable 
government could Tuesday. Each protégé of one of the regional powers. Ghsanyan in support of the 
Roman Empire and the Byzantine borders in the Border War against Iran would help. Lkhmyan were in 
support of the Iranian empire. Lkhmyan also deal with the Roman invasion and Agharh the Bedouins 
would have prevented the Iranian border. Al Stump, who were supported by Hymryan in Yemen. 
Ghsanyan State:  
 
Ghassan tribe in the northwest near the border with Saudi Arabia and Palestine and their power was 
based sham and east of the southern Syrian. They signuphelp the north side of immigrants Yemeni sent 
Then branch Their Makkah basis Bedouin Alsham left, and the blue with the name Ghassan landed, 
Ghassan were read. Initially, no specific capital, sometimes Jabyh (Golan) and sometimes masturbate 
(Jlvla) had as their capital. Until the Roman rulers were at dinner [6,7]. Their first function Slyh Qlbyh was 
then overcomes them, and they recognized the Roman Empire. They were Romans and pro-Roman War 
on Iran and the Iranian-backed Lkhmyan were fought. The Emperor Justinian during the boom until the 
beginning of the Islamic conquests in the north and the Muslim conquest of Syria was established. Yrmvk 
War and the defeat of the Roman army, some of them worked with a group of Muslims went to Rome, or 
Central Asia. Ghsanyan some civilized nation , and in particular the rule centers on the one hand and the 
other hand near the visual center near Damascus Saudi Roman territory was located under the influence 
of the Roman civilization . Twenty civilized city was a major milestone in visual and south of Damascus 
and the building is known as the year 105 of the Christian epoch begins. However, due to conflict with the 
kings of Hirah and Ghassan Lkhmy Iranian ally and a friend were leaving the other hand, due to the hatred 
of a religion Jacobite Orthodox Christians religions were the Roman or 583 to 581 years in Ghsan were 
going like the then they find an enemy in the middle and banded with Iran . The 614 -year reign of 
Khosrow Parviz was in Damascus, Ghassan came to an end, however, the Romans opened later after the 
extradition shamans in Islamic chronicles speak of an Emir called Jblh Ben Alayhm comes to a Muslim 
first and then became apostate [16]. Ghsanyan Having settled permanently in place with the tribes and 
local governments are more involved in their wars with the Hirah listed. Throughout history (life) of the 
two city-states, kingdoms, and many people on both sides have been killed or captured. Harith with 
“Munther “Arab Emir who was a puppet of Iran , the war began and the year ( 528 AD) , he prevailed . 
Both the state and city Ghassan Hirah and the other one on the Byzantine borders in the West have been 
the Iranian border. Duty to protect the borders of the two empires had actually cut their watchdog and 
guardian. In contrast, the advantage of the party in power at the time they were acquired and in case of 
war between the Sasanian and Roman Hyryan support of Iran supported the Romans paid Ghsanyan . 
However, during the course of some of the kings of the imperial age differences occurred. But this dispute 
lasted a long time and due to their problems, and the kings of Persia and Rome resolves with appropriate 
titles and privileges to their princes, they dragged their side. The city government has always been hostile 
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to each other, so many battles happened between them. One result of hereditary feud between the 
Sassanids and Byzantines, Arabs, was transferred to the enemy. They were some of its supporters and 
some of the fans. He was strong and the feud between the brothers was together with blood and alien. 
Even when it was not a war between Iran and Rome Hirah with Ghassan lived in a fight [16].  
Hirah country: 
 
Hira, an ancient city in Iraq, near the ancient city of Babylon, which was founded in the southern city of 
Kufa. Hirah literacy among Iraq and Ctesiphon was the third of seven of the country's climate. The infidel 
(or Hira), a branch of the Euphrates River, the city would have watered Hira. The city's geographical 
location and good environmental practices, why one side of the Euphrates River and Lake that was later 
called Najaf Lake, close to, and on the other hand, at the edge of the wilderness boundary Jzyrhalrb had 
dinner and Hira history and Arabic literature also, a healthy climate, fertile lands , gardens Prmyvh , and 
streams has been very famous and the like . Hirah addition to being in a fertile agricultural region, also 
known by its clean water and clean air , respectively [17].  Historians disagree about the origins of Hira 
derivation of the word. Some of it is derived from the Arabic root meaning to wander taken Hira and said 
the (following) with his hosts he turned to wander and wonder and, hence, the land called Hira . Al- lean 
Lkhmyan or sometimes because their last king, he is also known as Al- Munther , the late third century AD 
Hirah and the surrounding lands ( modern Iraq ) ruled . Of the Sasanian government and its allies in the 
war against the Romans . Hirah people , mostly immigrants from south of the Arabian Peninsula , and the 
race was Qahtan but Adnan tribes are also settled there . Kings dominate its lean , sometimes spread to 
the Arabian Peninsula , and as a bulwark against Sasanian territory were settlers penetrated the 
wilderness , and the other with the help of the Persians , the Ghsanyan (united Roman Emperor ) fought 
[2].  Lkhmyan migrated from Yemen has been quoted on several accounts. According to the story, one of 
the first that came out before the Flood Rm Yemen, lean bin Adi Ben Moreh, which was due to differences 
between younger son, left Yemen. Along with his tribe increase was also one of Yemen. They were the 
first photographs of countries, but because they failed because they went around dinner elsewhere. 
According to another narration, the following reign of Abu carbon in Yemen, a contemporary of Ardashir 
Bahman in the Iranian government, they went to Iraq and Yemen groups and leprosy in Hirah remained 
lean [9]. According to ancient writings Hisham bin Muhammad bin -dog season we have important 
information about the Chronology of the Kings Lkhmy owe him , Hirah , during the reign of Artaxerxes , 
and after the prince took out Iraq from the grip of the Parthians , was founded . With all this said, is 
uncommon, and the Arab rule , and the first time Lkhmy princes , who rose to fame Hirah city which due 
to its position as a commercial center in the East - West road, the convoy West Syria , Iran and Iraq in the 
East to earn huge profits made , and the place of three cultures - Persian Sassanian , Byzantine and 
Christian culture Nestor and culture of the indigenous pagan orthodoxy - Arabic - to achieve a lasting 
cultural significance was . Sasanian time, in the south of Iran, the Arabs who lived in the period before the 
Azrbstan had migrated. Sasanian for the influx of Arabs to other areas to avoid. Some of them were 
allowed to inhabit the southern borders of the country. Thus, there was a state called Hira . Hira was the 
government’s duty to prevent the influx of Arab tribes on the borders of Iran . Vast majority of Arabs and 
Iranians are Hira government is concerned. In fact, a buffer state between Persia and Byzantium Hira was 
considered. Sasanian prevent intrusion and attacks, especially because the borders of the Byzantine 
government support began Hira  [15]. Persians were even several families to migrate Hira Sassanid kings, 
princes Hira put in the hands of an army of skilled categories. Including the army, commanded by Noman 
Shhba’ or Milling Loss known and I was the king of Hira. Name one of the other categories Corps oats 
which was apparently a Persian name. Hirah their children to learn reading and writing in school that 
they have some special knowledge of Persian customs, are sent [12].  Hira political, military and economic 
relations with Sassanid government was widespread. Hira was a semi-independent emirate. Jane Lkhmy 
of Internal Affairs and some relations with the Arabs operates independently, yet fully functional in 
connection with leaving the Sassanid government. Hira military base in the war against the Sassanids and 
Byzantines and Arabs Sassanid Empire was a buffer zone between the western borders, while Jane in 
Hafiz Lkhmy Sasanian trade convoys had passed through the Arabian Desert. Sassanid against Lkhmyan 
serve to support them, they sent troops to Iran as Hira assistance and some economic concessions were 
granted to them [11]. Continuous and extensive relationships that existed between Hira and Sasanian 
Iran led the Iranian cultural influence was Hira. Jane Hira Sasanian court went to great and frequent. Jane 
Lkhmy each year they attend a court of the Sassanid kings. Hyry scribes had a long stay in Iran. Adi bin 
Zayd and Zayd ibn Adi writer served in the Sassanid court and even consulted about the affairs of other 
Arab- Sasanian kings of Hira. Imperial and artisan classes, including a number of Iranian Revolutionary 
Guard, permanently or temporarily lived in Hira and due to this communication, Hyryan than other Arabs 
were familiar with Iranian culture and the culture was transferred to the Arabs living in the Arabian 
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Peninsula .said.  Hyryan were aware of the stories and myths of Iranian Arabs were familiar with the 
stories and myths. In this regard, the activities of al-Harith loan can be an outlined link between Hyryan 
and other Arabs. Bin Harith loan Iranian mythology narrator was in Mecca. Rostam and Esfandiar Iran as 
his stories and myths to tell Mkyan and Ibn Hisham narrated the story in Hira had learned [3]. All the 
music in the Sasanian era of prosperity. Hyryan the Sassanid music were familiar. The musicians played 
traditional instruments in Hira. Hyryan Sassanid music was familiar with Arabic music, combining it with 
a new style developed in Arab music. Hira why music is distinct from other music parts of Saudi Arabia. 
what they had learned from Mecca taught) [18]. 
Jane logs:  
Jane dug as Lkhmyha Ghsanyha and Yemen have been at the center of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and 
had settled in Najd and Ymamh.In the second half of the fifth century, the monarchy was restored and 
Ymamh dug founded in Najd [7]. In 480 AD, the whole Arab tribes of Najd from south to north in the 
United dug under the influence of Syria came to this country after the death of his son Amr was 
succeeded, but the tribes of the central differences stone fell into the southern part of limited kundas Amy 
mastery Najd was. After his son Harith ibn 'Amr that the person was competent and sufficient re-Arab 
tribes united under its banner. Around the year 496 AD, the Roman governor of East Palestine, attacks 
and fend him off. Renewed attacks in the 500 back and finally had Nastazyvs Roman Emperor in 503 by 
Harith the reign of peace, and thus stripped of his known accomplices against Iran and construction of 
Hirah. In the same year, leaving the country Hirah invade Iran war and the death of the King of Hirah 
Noman black nation at war with the Romans mounted two-three years to capture the majority of its land 
held. Munther 505 in the third king of Hirah accession to the throne, and soon drove slowly out of their 
country. And the kings of the dynasty's influence and support the function Tbabh Hmyr Yemen Yemen 
were obtained after apparently falling Ethiopian Harith ibn Amr in 525 seeks new supporters and GH 
King of Persia coming closer And because it Munther bin al-Hirah Lkhmy the aforesaid king's Evan G. 
dismissed due to opposition from the Mazdak religion Harith said Mazdak religion and the desire to be 
accepted and country Hirah Sltntdhyrh Iran and Bahrain and will shortly Ymamh the capture brought 
back when Anushiravan the disposal Mazdakian Munther Hirah razed to bed and he seemed to some 
traditions involving Harith killed in 529. Harith Ibn Hajar's son was the last emir of the dynasty and the 
early days of his statistical work was weak and stripped the monarchy against their actions that caused 
their extinction was Hirah. Hjrbn son of Harith, an Arab poet al, failed to get his lost kingdom and then go 
to Qstntynyh enemy of the Roman empire was Hirah Jane wanted to help and did not succeed in Ankara 
(capital of Turkey today) Died possible. Jane had dug Nazarene. In the fifth century AD, due to a change in 
the system of Sassanid dynasty occurred, the Iranians princes dug, the relationship is quite extraordinary 
powers. Because GH in 488 AD became king ritual MAZDAK income and sought regulations on all Gulf 
countries and colonies impose. But it refused to accept Munther bin Water Alsma’, G., Harith bin 'Amr 
Kennedy and instead leave the stump of its functions appoint Munther all Hirah. Harith period of rule by 
those who did not comply with the Arab tribes who fought against him until the year 531 AD Anushiravan 
sumptuous royal father instead of the meeting. Unlike the Anushiravan father was strongly opposed 
Mazdakian again earlier ruling Munther Amiri was Hirah , the prince of those areas . Unfortunately, 
history books refer to the relations between Iran and stripped and its surrounding areas are very small 
and narrated the above quoted Munther is the most important story of the relationship between spoken. 
Historians have also quoted another brief relations that could be indicative of the development of the 
relations that have been written: A dug Jane Abvjbr name and had a lot of strength and courage. However, 
due to the events that had occurred inside the stump, he went from a deficit the day he asked for help 
against his people. Svarany fraction consisting of Assyria sent him. Kazma came to the Assyrian and Arab 
lands, they told us where he is? The Poisonous to Tbagh him that Amir feed Amir of the poison got sick 
and Taif went there by Harith bin stump was healed. Than the second inscription, which Abrhh left on 
547 or 535 AD by the Abjr mentioned that the Prince has been dug [6].  In the Yemeni inscriptions dated 
AD 516 , were written from left to speak out against the war and to prepare Munther Dstvrmlk dug 
Yemen also participated in the inscription shows that the Kings were going to Hirah small government 
and tribal carving function it , despite the distance , able to dominate , but there are forms that this 
inscription is that the inscription was written , was appointed G. Brhyrh one of the princes dug, and no 
other reason that the Hirah the campaign will be stripped , unless we assume that the government Lkhmy 
rulers of Hirah were dismissed Munther marched with an army composed of Arab Bedouin dug up and 
brought it to capture the Amir Kennedy Hirah forced to return [1]. Munther in 529 AD, Harith and fifty of 
the royal family and the incident came Bksht probably Hars slowly removed in a warehouse on the bank 
of the Euphrates, has its headquarters. Harith boys each had a dispute over tribal chairman Gsykht family 
unity and the ultimate demise of the short life of this administration remains uncertain and slows its 
headquarters in Hzrmvt back [14]. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Natural conditions, the kingdom are split into two parts, north and south, the vast desert Hrdvmntqh 
living apart and each is different. In these areas, and tribal governments came to play an important role in 
the relations between Byzantium and Sassanid Persia and Rome have also had an effect. The Saudi 
government and the southern tribes, such as Yemen, Bahrain and Oman major highways and border areas 
of the country that would follow. Following the developments in the south of the Marib dam break and 
attack neighboring Yemen, fertile, agricultural and commercial prosperity of this part of Arabia was 
yesterday. This led the southern part of the population to migrate to other areas . The group went north 
and settled in Byzantine territory. Moved to northeastern batch boundaries were living in Iran. And tribes 
along the new trade routes that had arisen in Arabia were engaged in different tasks. These three tribes 
over time to form a stable government could Tuesday. Each protégé of one of the regional powers. 
Ghsanyan in support of the Roman Empire and the Byzantine borders in the Border War against Iran 
would help . Lkhmyan were in support of the Iranian empire. Lkhmyan also deal with the Roman invasion 
and Agharh the Bedouins would have prevented the Iranian border. Al Stump, who were supported by 
Hymryan in Yemen. Based on research studies and searches of various books, on the northern part of the 
Arabian historians and geographers there are a number of historians, the northern part of Saudi Arabia to 
Syria and Palestine in the are considered part of the dinner and desert deserts of Arabia, Mesopotamia 
and Iraq to the north would have separated this section. The most important part of the Arabian tribes 
and cities that had a large role in relations between Iran and Rome Nbtyan state capital of Petra, the city 
has Tdmr. Yemeni civilization was the first civilization in these parts. All around the west, Saudi Arabia to 
the north of Yemen to Syria before the start of the Assyrians conquered the northern or the southern 
Arabian countries were colonies of support or influence. Hzrmvt certain civilization gradually spread 
north and south along the trading route was established. Large and small states in northern Saudi Arabia, 
southern governments could never gain power and glory. North civilization cannot be absolutely 
separated from civilization as Southerners, But the images we see in many cases, especially in the north, 
or at least a major part of civilization, follow it south. Written according to this article seems to play an 
important role in relations between Iran and the Arabian Peninsula is leaving. 
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